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Advancements in Distributed Computing and Internet Technologies: Trends and IssuesIGI Global, 2011


	The concept of the Internet has been a tremendous success by this time. Other than being a great source

	of fun and enjoyment, millions of people around the world rely on the Internet for various tasks related

	to their livelihoods. The overwhelming growth of the Internet and its users is now a reality, which has

	put new thoughts...
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Mudbox 2013 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Sculpting software has changed the face of the 3D industry. Whether you are creating a

	character for the next Avatar movie or adding details to a post apocalyptic city in The Last

	of Us, 3D sculpting has become an essential tool for creating a level of realism in digital art

	that was much harder to achieve in the past. A couple of...
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Augmented Reality for Android Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	As an Android developer, including Augmented Reality (AR) in your mobile apps could be a profitable new string to your bow. This tutorial takes you through every aspect of AR for Android with lots of hands-on exercises.


	Overview

	
		Understand the main concepts and architectural components of an AR...
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Bottlenecks: Aligning UX Design with User PsychologyApress, 2017

	Learn the psychological constrictions of attention, perception, memory, disposition, motivation, and social influence that determine whether customers will be receptive to your digital innovations.


	Bottlenecks: Aligning UX Design with User Psychology fills a need for entrepreneurs, designers, and marketing...
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Unit Operations: An Approach to Videogame CriticismMIT Press, 2006
"Bogost challenges humanists and technologists to pay attention to one another, something they desperately need to do as computation accelerates us into the red zones of widespread virtual reality. This book gives us what we need to meet that challenge: a general theory for understanding creativity under computation, one that will apply...
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Hacking exposed web applications, 3rd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	There is no escaping the reality that businesses live on the Web today. From banks to bookstores, from auctions to games, the Web is the place where most businesses ply their trade. For consumers, the Web has become the place where they do the majority of their business as well. For example, nearly 50 percent of all retail music sales in the...
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Strategies for Growth in SMEs: The Role of Information and Information SytemsButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
Over the last decade, the rise in the importance of information and
knowledge for business activity has been phenomenal. Globalization
has become a reality and competition is more dynamic (Porter, 1998) as
firms source materials and manufacture goods in many locations, while
innovation is vital for future business growth....
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Mobile Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Computers anytime, anyplace. This long-term research goal is daily becoming more and more of a
focused reality. The mobiles are amongst us. And devices we carry around in our pockets are more
powerful than those on board the rockets that took the first people to the moon. But where are
we going, today? How should these handhelds,...
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Second Life For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
You’ve heard all about Second Life. Maybe you’ve already jumped with both feet—and gotten stuck. Or maybe you’re a Second Life veteran who wants to build something or run a business. Fear not! Second Life For Dummies is hear to hold your hand, pat your back, and cheer you on through this new and enchanting reality....
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Sell Online Like a Creative Genius: A Guide for Artists, Entrepreneurs, Inventors, and Kindred SpiritsAllworth Press, 2019

	How to sell art or anything else online without leaving your home.

	Whether you're selling original artwork, jewelry, or a unique product, this is the book for you. Brainard Carey offers advice with solid examples of how building an online business is something every creative person can pursue. Carey draws from his...
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Innovate or Perish: Managing the Enduring Technology Company in the Global MarketJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Essential reading for IP managers and corporate executives, Innovate or Perish is a new road map equipping readers with the principles and tools needed for their companies to compete in the emerging creativity economy. Edited by Edward Kahn, this seminal book includes contributions from seasoned intellectual property (IP)...
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The Universal Book of Mathematics: From Abracadabra to Zeno's ParadoxesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
What makes a number weird, and why, as far as anyone can tell, aren’t weird numbers odd?  What do monsters, moonshine, and 24-dimensional oranges have in common?  Why couldn’t Sam Loyd get a patent for his famous fifteen puzzle? What is the significance of the statement "the smallest number not nameable in under ten words"?...
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